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SYLLABUS    -    TP244  MANUFACTURING ANALYSIS   
 

I.  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
CODE                             :   TP244  
SEMESTER                     :   7 
CREDITS  :   3 
HOURS PER WEEK       :   4 (Theory – Practice) 
PREREQUISITES  :   TP223 Industrial Processes I 
CONDITION                   :   Compulsory 
INSTRUCTOR                :   Rolando Aguero, Luis Huaman  
 
 
II. COURSE DESCRIPTION 
 
Welding, oxyacetylene welding, electric welding, MIG/MAG welding, TIG (Tungsten Inert Gas) welding and its 
applications. The lathe. Operation systems, cutting tools, turning procedures, cutting speed, forces, powers and 
turning processing time. Milling machine. Operation system, types of milling, types of cutting tools, polygonal 
pieces milling, gears, forces and powers in the milling, milling processing times. The drill. Operation system, types 
of drill bits, pieces machining using the drill. Drill processing times. This course will be carried out based on the 
machining theory, workshops will involve the use of real pieces and labs will, in turn, involve research topics. 
Make students identify, and handle equipments and machine tools, with fieldtrips to production enterprises and 
industrial training centers.               
 
III. COURSE OUTCOMES   
 

1. Know the uses and parts of different arc welding equipments, MIG/MAG systems, TIG system and 
oxyacetylene welding. 

2. Explain characteristics and most important accessories that made up the different equipments. 
3. Assess capacities, restrictions and limitations of these equipments for small and big operations. 
4. Assess energy needs and costs in general. 
5. Know the different machines tools universally used in the mechanized conformation of industrial 

products by milling and advanced mechanical forming. 
6. Know about machine tools operated by computerized numeric control.  

 
IV. LEARNING UNITS 
 
1. WELDING EQUIPMENT / 12 HOURS 
General ideas / Introduction / Types of welding / Fusion welding / Solid state welding / Oxyacetylene welding: 
equipment, combustible gases, flux, types of flames. Electric welding: operation principle, electric arc, polarity, 
welding name, joints and positions, symbology and welding representations, safety. MIG/MAG welding: 
equipment and process scheme, metallic transfer, protective gases and applications, wire names. TIG welding: 
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equipment and process scheme, electrode identification and selection. Advantages and disadvantages of 
MIG/MAG and TIG welding modes. 
    
 
2. LATHES / 16 HOURS 
Lathes: general. Main components of a lathe. Advanced mechanical forming with milling. Revolution-shaped 
pieces. Cutting tools materials. Cutting tools fastening. Cutting tolls position. Piece and tool movements. Cutting 
tool angles. Types of swarf. Turning procedures. Mechanism of the main slide. Cutting speed and RPM 
calculation. Types of lathe: parallel, air horizontal spindle, vertical, copier. Types of lathe tools: swarf section. 
Calculation of forces and cutting power in turning. Power absorbed during the turning. Turning processing time. 
Semi-automatic and automatic lathe. Conicity. Cone measurement. Conic turning procedures. Characteristic of 
thread. Application of threads with several fillets. Standardized thread. Thread names. Mechanisms and gear 
train for threading in the lathe.       
 
3. MILLING MACHINE / 20 HOURS 
Milling machine. General. Main components of the milling machine. Types of milling. Mill fastening. Mill RPM 
calculation. Movements in the milling machine. Pieces fastening. Straight and parallel milling. Milling accessories. 
Dividing head. Types of divisions in the dividing head. Milling angles. Types of mills. Operation in the milling 
machine. Types of milling machines. Calculation of the main time in the milling. Calculation of cutting forces and 
power during the milling. Torsional moment. Absorbed power in milling. Gears. General. Toothed wheel shapes. 
Tooth profile. Spur gear. Milling of toothed wheels tooth by tooth and continuous procedure. Magnitudes. Rack. 
Magnitudes and calculation of rack.  Helical gear. Magnitudes and calculation of helical gear. Materials for 
toothed wheels.  
 
4. DRILL / 8 HOURS 
Dill. General. Operation mechanism. Movements in the drill. Types of drills. Types of drill bits. Drill bit angle. 
Number of revolutions of the drill bit. Multiple drill. Material of drilling tools. Operation sin the drill. Main time 
in the drill. 
 
V. LABORATORIES AND PRACTICAL EXPERIENCES 
   
Lab 1: Spot, plasma, submerged arc, induction, ultrasonic and fusion welding. 
Lab 2: Laser welding, turret, vertical and CNC lathes, Machining center. 
Lab 3: Flat and cylindrical rectifier, radial drill. 
Lab 4: Angle grinders, saws, planer, tools and fluids for cutting.  
Lab 5: Shaper, profiling machine, shears, jointing sawing machine, hydraulic and off-center presses.   
 
VI. METHODOLOGY 
 
Active methodology will be used to favor students’ learning. Students’ active participation through oral 
interventions solution to problems and exercises. Case analysis and discussion in groups.            
 
VII. EVALUATION FORMULA  
 

The average grade PF is calculated as follows: 
 

PF = (PL + PT + EP + EF)/4 
 

EP:   Mid-Term Exam                    EF:  Final Exam    
PT:   Workshop average      TL:   Labs average 
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